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3n Scenario and LNV are Prime Motivation

• For a 3 n, inverted ordering scenario, there is an obvious sensitivity target 
(~15 meV or ~1027/28 y). This target has motivated the design specifications 
for the next generation bb experiments.
–The 15-meV target scale is also motivated by anticipated technical capability 
(background levels and detector size).

• Over the coming decade anticipated physics results could alter this 
‘standard IO scenario’. 
–Still, the need to test LNV motivates going to ever longer half-lives.
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Potential Future Experimental Results
bb will still be a critical program, no matter the answers

Technique Result bb Influence

Oscillations Q12 Measured Would better define boundaries of IO/NO bands. That would be good for bb.

Oscillations
Mass ordering 

determined
Inverted order with 3 n’s might become irrelevant. Even so, the NO branch still extends 
to high mbb values. LNV processes other than light n aren’t constrained by oscillations. 
Significance of IO exclusion still rather low.

LHC Heavy n or LR 
symmetry found

The result would be complementary to bb. It would be an interesting test of the 
underlying physics if both techniques saw an effect.

Cosmology Smn constrained 
<100 meV

Cosmology does not discern Majorana/Dirac character. A 3n NO scenario with S near 
its minimum would not constrain other potential LNV processes that might contribute to 
bb. Importantly, laboratory measurements will help resolve tensions/degeneracies in 
cosmology.

Short Baseline 
Oscillation

Sterile n 
discovered

If a 4th n is seen, it fits the Majorana n paradigm, increasing bb interest. The new n
might contribute to bb and significantly alter predicted mbb curves. The accessible 
sensitivity regions remain. 

b decay mbmeasured Would make the observation/non-observation of bb even more exciting. Null bb result 
might indicate Dirac n.
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Complementarity of 0nbb and Cosmology
• The LCDM model has become a ‘standard model’ for cosmology. Within the next decade, 

observations will have sensitivity to neutrino mass below the IO boundary.
• The most restrictive mn limits arise from fitting the largest variety of input cosmology data with the 
LCDM parameters.

• However, LCDM has components that are not yet fully understood.
–What mechanism leads to inflation?
–What components comprise the dark matter?
–What is dark energy?
–There is tension in the values for H0 derived from different data sets.

• As a standard model with significant unknowns, all tests of LCDM must be considered.
• Neutrino mass is one parameter of LCDM that can be measured in the laboratory and hence provides 

a crucial test of LCDM.
• 0nbb and direct mn experiments should be considered a component of cosmology.
• Additionally, cosmology measurements do not test lepton number violation or the Majorana/Dirac 

character of neutrinos.
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bb History
•2nbb rate first calculated by Maria Goeppert-Mayer in 1935.
•First observed directly in 1987.
•Why did this take so long? Background

t1/2(U, Th) ~ Tuniverse

t1/2(2nbb) ~ 1010 Tuniverse

•But next we want to  look for a process with:

t1/2(0nbb) ~ 1018 Tuniverse
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Historically, there are > 100 
experimental limits on the T1/2 of 0nbb. 
Here are the best constraints 
expressed as limits on <mbb> using a 
range of nuclear matrix elements. Note 
the approximate linear slope vs. time 
on a semi-log plot.

By 2021, Xe and Ge provided about 
equal exclusion levels, although Ge is 
more direct at excluding claim, which is 
now discredited.

bb History: Moore’s law of 0nbb
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2nbb Results
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There are a lot of 
measurements now. Most are 
ground state to ground state 
transitions. Some excited state 
results, and ECEC.

Second order weak interaction. 
Hence long half lives.

Fantastic progress. All help 
with matrix element work.



0nbb Results
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Again fantastic progress. Technologies advancing quickly and soon will cover IO.

PRC 78 (2008) 058501

PRL 125 (2020) 252502

AIP proc1417 (2011) 125

AIP proc1417 (2011) 125

PRC 68 (2003) 035501

PRC 47 (1993) 806

arXiv:2104.06906

PRL 117 (2016) 082503

PAN 74 (2011) 312



Lots of R&D Efforts Based on Many Isotopes

9

• Signal near the 
inverted ordering 
scale is about 
1/(t yr) or less. 

• To reach IO scale 
need background 
lower than that.
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Isotope Choice is Critical
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Many authors ignore:
f, x, e, W
when comparing isotopes

All isotopes are roughly comparable. 

Robertson Mod. Phys. Lett. A, 28 (2013) 
1350021
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Signal / Background - reminder 
Background is a key issue in bb
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Half life
(years)

~Signal
(cnts/ton-year)

~Neutrino mass 
scale (meV)

1025 530 400

5x1026 10 100

5x1027 1 40

>1029 <0.05 <10

To reach 
atmospheric scale 

need BG better 
than 1/t-y.

Degenerate

Atmospheric, IO

Solar, NO
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The “Mass vs. Background” Plot
NP B (proc suppl) 237 (2013) 7
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Optimization
Increase M
Decrease B
Improve DE

Frequently these are in 
tension.

Note ‘golden’ region 
where it becomes 
‘nearly’ background freeSensitivity Limited by Mass

Sensitivity Limited by Background
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Phase Space for Discovery
Very encouraging for ton scale projects
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Accidental
cancellation 

is unlikely

Small mlightest
is unlikely



The need for several bb experiments
•With limited statistics, the signature of a small peak on a continuum 
background is not so distinct. Multiple results will help prove observation.

•Different isotopes studied with different techniques have different 
systematic uncertainties.

•Different bb endpoints lead to different background conditions, especially 
in the case of unidentified g lines.

•Different nuclear matrix elements have different uncertainties.
•Results from different isotopes can help unravel the underlying physics 
of the process.

The observation of lepton number violation would be convincing if 
detected in more than one isotope.
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The 2015 NSAC Long-Range Plan
The US-DOE is looking to make a significant investment in 0nbb

RECOMMENDATION II 
The excess of matter over antimatter in the universe is one of the most 
compelling mysteries in all of science. The observation of neutrinoless 
double beta decay in nuclei would immediately demonstrate that neutrinos 
are their own antiparticles and would have profound implications for our 
understanding of the matter-antimatter mystery. 
We recommend the timely development and deployment of a U.S.-led 
ton-scale neutrinoless double beta decay experiment. 
A ton-scale instrument designed to search for this as-yet unseen nuclear 
decay will provide the most powerful test of the particle-antiparticle nature of 
neutrinos ever performed. With recent experimental breakthroughs 
pioneered by U.S. physicists and the availability of deep underground 
laboratories, we are poised to make a major discovery. 

 Future Physics with Ge Sino German GDT Symposium  
23 October 2015

NSAC 2015 Long Range Plan
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RECOMMENDATION II
The excess of matter over antimatter in the universe is one of 
the most compelling mysteries in all of science. The 
observation of neutrinoless double beta decay in nuclei would 
immediately demonstrate that neutrinos are their own 
antiparticles and would have profound implications for our 
understanding of the matter-antimatter mystery.
We recommend the timely development and deployment 
of a U.S.-led ton-scale neutrinoless double beta decay 
experiment.
A ton-scale instrument designed to search for this as-yet 
unseen nuclear decay will provide the most powerful test of the 
particle-antiparticle nature of neutrinos ever performed. With 
recent experimental breakthroughs pioneered by U.S. 
physicists and the availability of deep underground 
laboratories, we are poised to make a major discovery.
This recommendation flows out of the targeted investments of 
the third bullet in Recommendation I. It must be part of a 
broader program that includes U.S. participation in 
complementary experimental efforts leveraging international 
investments together with enhanced theoretical efforts to 
enable full realization of this opportunity.
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NSAC Sub-Committee Recommendations April 2014

1.Discovery potential: Favor approaches that have a credible path toward reaching 3σ sensitivity to the 
effective Majorana neutrino mass parameter mbb=15 meV within 10 years of counting, assuming the lower 
matrix element values among viable nuclear structure model calculations.

2.Staging: Given the risks and level of resources required, support for one or more intermediate stages along 
the maximum discovery potential path may be the optimal approach.

3.Standard of proof: Each next-generation experiment worldwide must be capable of providing, on its own, 
compelling evidence of the validity of a possible non-null signal.

4.Continuing R&D: The demands on background reduction are so stringent that modest scope demonstration 
projects for promising new approaches to background suppression or sensitivity enhancement should be 
pursued with high priority, in parallel with or in combination with ongoing NLDBD searches.

5.International Collaboration: Given the desirability of establishing a signal in multiple isotopes and the likely 
cost of these experiments, it is important to coordinate with other countries and funding agencies to develop 
an international approach.

6.Timeliness: It is desirable to push for results from at least the first stage of a next-generation effort on time 
scales competitive with other international double beta decay efforts and with independent experiments aiming 
to pin down the neutrino mass hierarchy.
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US NSAC Subcommittee Science Assessment
Part of review and planning for ton-scale project 

“…it is important to remember that NLDBD has a 
unique role in potentially addressing the issue of 
Dirac vs. Majorana nature of neutrinos. The 
Subcommittee remains convinced that the scientific 
case for pursuing NLDBD experiments at the ton-
scale is very compelling.”

17

Robert McKeown, NSAC meeting Oct. 2015
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NSAC Meeting March 18, 2021 10

0QEE Progression

� Monthly Technical Updates with LEGEND-100, nEXO, and CUPID

� Ongoing interactions with potential international collaborators to 
introduce U.S. perspectives, hear European perspectives, and suggest 
a global approach to investment in DBD science

� DBD Portfolio Review will be held July 13-16, 2021 to inform U.S. 
investment strategy. Instructions published by April 15, 2021.

� North American ʹ European Summit will be held September 27-29, 
2021 to see if common ground exists for an international approach to 
DBD investment

� Funding for ton-scale 0QEE is going to be challenging

Review Schedule Presented in NSAC Presentation
Tim Hallman, March 18, 2021
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Near-Term Upcoming Results

Mass Status
AMoRE-I ~3 kg Running
CUORE ~200 kg Running
EXO-200 ~100 kg Complete
GERDA I/II ~36 kg Complete
KamLAND-Zen800 ~750 kg Running
MAJORANA ~30 kg Complete
LEGEND-200 ~200 kg Construction-2021
NEXT ~100 kg Construction-2022
SNO+ ~120 kg Commissioning-2022
SuperNEMO Dem. ~7 kg Commissioning-2021

19

Experiments are 
beginning to reach 
below 100 meV.

bb technology is 
ready for detectors 
at the ton scale. At 
the ton scale, the IO 
is a convenient 
goalpost.
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AMoRE (arXiv: 1512.05957)

Mo-100
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AMoRE-II
48deplCa100MoO4 crystals
Scintillating Bolometers
200 kg
Background 10-4/(keV kg yr)
t > 1.1x1027 yr

AMoRE-II
200 kg
Yemi UG Lab

AMoRE-I
5 kg
Yangyang UG Lab



CUORE/CUPID (PRL 120 (2018) 132501,1907.0937) 

Te-130/Mo-100
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988 TeO2 bolometers
742 kg of TeO2
206 kg of 130Te
Resolution, 5 keV at Q
Background estimate 0.01 c/(keV kg y)

1534 Li2MoO4 bolometers
472 kg of crystal

253 kg of Mo-100
Background 10-4/(keV kg yr)

Discovery sensitivity 1.1x1027 yr



EXO-200 & nEXO (PRL 123, (2019) 161802, arXiv:1805.11142)

Xe-136
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EXO-200 @ WIPP
1.25% resolution
110 kg active Xe
234.1 kg yr
T0n>3.5x1025 yr (90% CL)

nEXO
~5 tonne LXe TPC

SNOLAB
4.038 t active Xe
90% enrichment

<1% resolution
t>9.21027 yr

Potential daughter ID



LEGEND (arXiv:1709.01980, pCDR to be posted soon)

Ge-76
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Mission: “The collaboration aims to develop a phased, Ge-76 based double-beta decay experimental program with discovery potential
at a half-life beyond 1028 years, using existing resources as appropriate to expedite physics results.”

First phase: 
•(up to) 200 kg in upgrade of existing 
infrastructure at LNGS 
•BG goal: <0.6 c /(FWMH t y)
•Discovery sensitivity at a half-life of 1027 years
•Data start late 2021

Subsequent stages:
•1000 kg, staged via 
individual payloads

•Timeline connected to 
review process

•Background goal 
<0.03 cts/(FWHM t yr)

•Cover IO region
•Location to be selected

Select best technologies, based on what has been learned from GERDA and the MAJORANA DEMONSTRATOR, as well as contributions
from other groups and experiments.

MAJORANA
- Radiopurity of nearby parts (FETs, cables, Cu

mounts, etc.)
- Low noise electronics improves PSD
- Low energy threshold (helps reject 
cosmogenic background)

- LAr veto
- Low-A shield
- no Pb

GERDA Both
- Clean fabrication techniques
- Control of surface exposure
- Development of large point-contact detectors
- Lowest background and best resolution 0nbb experiments

LEGEND
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KamLAND-Zen (J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 1468 012142)

Xe-136
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Kamioka mine
KZ-400 t>1.07x1026 yr
Xe loaded liquid scintillator

3.0% by weight
745 kg of Xe, 91% enriched

KZ-800 underway, with early results presented



NEW & NEXT (arXiv:2005.06467)

Xe-136
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NEW, 1st stage of NEXT at LSC
Operating with initial resolution studies

10 kg Xe at 15 bar
54 cm of drift

NEXT-100 under preparation

High pressure Xe gas, 15 bar
TPC for electron events
Bragg peak provides way to show 
two electron events
Expect resolution below 1% FWHM
Potential for daughter ID
Potential for kinematic data 1 ton Xe at 15 bar, t>1027 yr



SuperNEMO (arXiv:1504.08304)

Se-82
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NEMO3
Operated 2003-11 at Modane
Various isotopes
Great 2nbb data
Track electrons, Kinematical data

SuperNEMO
Improve Rn levels, material purity and efficiency
1st demonstrator module assembled
Physics runs later this year
SuperNEMO sensitivity 6.25-kg Se-82 T0n>2026 y



SNO+ (arXiv:2104.11687)

Te-130
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SNOLAB
Te-loaded LAB-PPO scintillator
Planned for 0.5% loading, 1330 kg 130Te
Sensitivity T0n>2x1026 yr
Scintillator filled, JINST16 P05009 (2021) 



SuperNEMO
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• Tracking – will be important if bb is observed.
– NEMO has provided best 2nbb opening angle and 
lone electron spectra to date. PRD 92 (2015) 072011

– NEMO3 is still providing bb information 
• Eur Phys. J. C78 (2018) 821, Eur. Phys. J C79 (2019) 440

– Can establish that event is two electrons.
– SuperNEMO, arXiv:1704.06670
– Energy resolution improving with R&D (~8%/√E),

• NIM A868 (2017) 98

– But the requirement for a thin source to minimize 
scattering still limits mass.

– SuperNEMO Demonstrator is in final stages of 
commissioning and should be running this year.



Is 0nECEC an Alternative to 0nbb?
Review: Rev. Mod. Phys. 92, 045007 (2020)
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Compare 124Xe to 136Xe. Recent 2nECEC measurement.
Not a good resonance(D~1.9 keV). Rexp ~5.7x10-6/eV, RD=0 ~ 0.2/eV.
But 2g emission from 2790 keV is similar to 2450 keV bb peak.
Similar technologies, so it’s a good hypothetical comparison.
Define r as the ratio of the expected half lives.
ECEC half-life x32 longer than 0nbb, even if D=0.
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0nECEC – 156Dy
Some more theory and Penning-trap work would be useful

• 156Dy ⟹156Gd*(1988 keV) may have optimum overlap.
– D = 0.54±0.24 keV. 
– It has a small M0n,EC~0.3. With RBest = 0.53/eV, rBest is 120 meaning for the same 
mbb, the half life is x120 longer compared to 136Xe. Not all that encouraging.

•Penning trap measurements have done a great job looking for overlaps 
with a precision of a few hundred eV. Not many possibilities remain.
– G values are 10-100 eV, so some improvement in precision for the still-interesting 
cases would be helpful.

•There are few careful M0n,EC calculations. This is a significant caveat. If 
M0n,EC is x10 larger, 0nECEC could be competitive. Additional effort on 
any key isotope would be good. 
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The Ongoing Program
each decision point depends on background demonstration

31

1985- 2005                2005-2025               2020-2030                  Future

Expt. Size: up to 10 kg
Sensitivity: ~1 eV
t > 1024/25 years
~10 bb(2n) measurements

Expt. Size: 30-200 kg
Sensitivity: ~100 meV
t > 1026/27 years
Quasi-degenerate
~8-10 expts. worldwide

Expt. Size: ~1T
~3 experiments
Sensitivity: 15 meV
t > 1028 years
Atmos. scale

Expt. Size: few T
>3 experiments
Program to measure 
rate in several isotopes.
Kinematic meas.

If bb
obs.

Expt. Size: > 10T
Sensitivity: 5 meV
t > 5x1028 years
Solar scale
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List of 0nbb Review Articles (not exhaustive, but long anyway)
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